
POTATO LAB

Osmosis can be easily demonstrated in biological systems using potato strips, water In this experiment the solvent
particles are water particles, the selectively .

Water molecules in the cytoplasm are at a higher concentration than in the salt solution in the petri dish and so
move along their concentration gradient out of the cells. Fill each bowl with one of the 6 stock solutions,
keeping track of which is which! Water molecules have mass and so the decreased number of water molecules
results in decreased mass. A process called osmoregulation which is provided by the kidney to regulate the
concentration of water and salt in the blood the process also controlled by the hypothalamus in the brain. Does
that make it get flimsy faster or slower? Thus, the potato gets all flimsy and not crisp anymore. Using
available cutters Scalpel, Razor Blade, Cutter to slice the potatoes into 6 groups of 3 slices with semi-even
slices 4. Make four different solutions of sucrose: 10 percent, 5 percent, 1 percent and 0. If you have more
questions about this, or need tips about science fair ideas around this topic or others , contact the author. After
the data were collect and organized into a graph, the approximate value for an isotonic point for potatoes is
about 0. Length - the decrease in the number of water molecules results in loss of volume. Fifth, two types of
salt are used, Sodium Chloride and Iodized Refined Salt, which would change the results as the salt within the
cells is different from Iodized Refined Salt; salt might not completely dissolved after stirred, resulting in slight
difference in concentration. Steve Davala is a middle school science teacher who likes to write and work with
Photoshop. Potatoes are full of both water and starch, and will gain water when immersed in watery solutions.
You can use potatoes to set up osmosis experiments for students of all ages and levels. After immersion,
weigh each group again and have your students calculate the changes in the potato masses. Length - the
decrease in length is also due to the movement of water molecules via osmosis. The one in the tap water
solution, in contrast, will actually swell slightly, indicating that it is taking in water. Being able to find the
isotonic point of a particular thing is important, especially for animals whom lacked cell walls as they could
either shrink with hypertonic solution, or explode with hypotonic solution. Don't wait too long before putting
them into the solutions, as evaporation will occur. Related documents.


